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This book is a collection of pedagogical chapters on the physics and techniques in optical 
magnetometry. Each chapter is written by experts in the respective topic in optical magnetometry. 
This is an excellent reference book to start from if you want to learn about a particular application 
or technique in optical magnetometry. 
 
The introductory chapters are devoted to understanding the sources of noise and uncertainty that limit 
the sensitivity in magnetometry measurements. Many of the optical magnetometers rely on measuring 
the Faraday rotation of the light polarization as it passes through a magnetic field. We learn that the 
sensitivity of the magnetic field measurement in this method depends on contributions from photon 
shot noise of the probing light, and from atomic spin-projection noise. 
 
There are chapters devoted to understanding different types of magnetometers including nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) type magnetometers on alkali vapours, spin-exchange-relaxation-free 
(SERF) magnetometers, and optical magnetometers using modulated light. The chapter on NMR type 
magnetometers has a useful review of the Bloch equation, and tracking of magnetization of an atomic 
vapour in a magnetic field. 
 
Several chapters deal with systematic effects and detailed experimental conditions needed to make the 
magnetometers work. For example, there is a chapter on magnetic shielding that is required when 
measuring very small magnetic fields. Of particular interest to me, was the chapter on tests of 
fundamental physics, that reviews the sensitivity of different magnetometer systems that are being used 
in neutron electric dipole moment experiments. 
 
Finally, there are several chapters, that provide reviews of different applications of magnetometry. 
These are quite interesting applications, including remote detection, space magnetometry, detecting 
biomagnetic fields, and geophysical applications. The final chapter is on commercial magnetometers, 
and their history. 
 
In conclusion, I would recommend this book to anyone interested in learning the physics of optical 
magnetometers. The chapters provide excellent reviews of different aspects of optical magnetometry, 
and include detailed references to further reading on the state of the art in the topic. 
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